Fall Detection Based on Human Skeleton Keypoints Using GRU
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Abstract

A recent study to determine the fall is focused on analyzing fall motions using a recurrent neural network (RNN), and uses a deep learning approach to get good results for detecting human poses in 2D from a mono color image. In this paper, we investigated the improved detection method to estimate the position of the head and shoulder key points and the acceleration of position change using the skeletal key points information extracted using PoseNet from the image obtained from the 2D RGB low-cost camera, and to increase the accuracy of the fall judgment. In particular, we propose a fall detection method based on the characteristics of post-fall posture in the fall motion analysis method and on the velocity of human body skeleton key points change as well as the ratio change of body bounding box’s width and height. The public data set was used to extract human skeletal features and to train deep learning, GRU, and as a result of an experiment to find a feature extraction method that can achieve high classification accuracy, the proposed method showed a 99.8% success rate in detecting falls more effectively than the conventional primitive skeletal data use method.
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1. Introduction

Falls are a major cause of injuries or deaths in the elderly, incurring high social costs, and also frequently occurring in the manufacturing industry and in the field, requiring accurate detection and prompt action. Accordingly, various detection techniques were introduced, but the sensor-based drop detector devices [1-3] attached to the body were still ineffective due to user inconvenience, response time, and limited hardware resources. For medical and industrial use, there is a need for a vision-based fall detection system that uses an inexpensive general camera that does not require a sensor to be attached to the body.

2. Related Research

A vision-based fall detection system acquires images through video equipment, detects and uses images to
detect a fall. Deleting the background from the image [1,4] by extracting and characterizing the human skeleton data from the video, it detects a fall by characterizing the shape or silhouette of a person in the video [4,5]. Recently, the method of recognizing human activities based on skeletal data has focused on detecting falls [6]. Skeleton data is extracted using a 3D depth camera such as Kinect developed by Microsoft or 2D RGB video through CNN-based technology such as PoseNet [7]. In other words, PoseNet can conveniently and quickly extract skeleton data from images captured by a camera. Based on the skeleton information of the human body, it has not only high accuracy, but also simple and inexpensive features [1]. The extracted skeleton data is spatial-temporal data that changes with time. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a powerful method of processing time-series data classification, but it takes a long time to learn and a part of the result is a problem in which the weight disappears (vanishing gradient problem) or an exploding gradient problem occurs. To solve this problem, the use of LSTM (Long-short term memory) and GRU (gated recurrent unit) was introduced [1,6]. LSTM does not have the same problem as RNN.

In general, 2D RGB cameras are installed and used by CCTV in hospital rooms and industrial sites of medical facilities. There may be concerns about the protection of some privacy, but it is believed that the camera will not be regulated by the security of privacy regulation because the purpose is to extract the skeleton of the body. GRU has the advantage of short learning time due to its simple structure as a modification of LSTM.

This propose a Fall Detection Method Based on Skeleton Key points Group(FDSG) that classifies and infers human poses from the extracted skeleton data from PoseNet to detects falls pose using artificial intelligence, GRU.

3. Fall Detection Method

A. Algorithm

The architecture of FDSG's fall detection method proposed in this study is as shown in Figure 1. The proposed fall detection method is a combination of HSSC(Head Shoulder Segment key point Coordinates), VHSSC(Velocity of HSSC) and RWHC(Ratio of Width and Height Coordinates) with skeleton key points (SD) extracted by PoseNet.
The proposed algorithm consists of 6 steps.
Step 1, it is a data collection process that collects 2D RGB video data from the camera.
Step 2, raw skeletal data for fall detection is extracted from video or image through PoseNet as shown in Figure 2. 17 key points from the human head to the feet are output of every image frame. The head including the nose, both eyes, both ears and both shoulders combined into one segment (HSS: Head and Shoulder Segment).

Step 3, the descending speed of the extracted HSS key point is calculated and applied.
Step 4, the width-to-height ratio of the body-shaped rectangle connected to the 17 skeleton coordinates which are provided by feature extraction method is applied.

Step 5, it is a posture classification process for determining a fall by enabling the processed input data into the learned GRU for inference.

The final process is the data extracted from the input image is determined whether to fall based on the GRU inference result.

The fall posture learning datasets are domestic AI HUB and URFD(UR Fall Detection) dataset[8]. Sources of GRU training are motion capture datasets and Annotated 2D images.

B. Feature Extraction for HSSC

The proposed feature extraction method used the following two methods. HSSC is as one segment. In the case of a bed fall in the wards, the change in the position of the head and upper body is the most important factor in detecting the fall. HSSC is the x- and y-coordinate corresponding to the body falling from the highest point when the body falls in the direction of gravity.

HSSC consists of 7 XY coordinates which consist of the key point coordinates of 7 parts, including the nose (0) of the face, 1 (1,2) of the eyes, the ears (3,4) and the left (5), right (6) shoulders. Figure 3 shows PoseNet programming for each skeleton key point’s XY coordinate extraction.

![Figure 3. PosNet key point extraction example](image)

C. Velocity of Descending HS

When a fall occurs, the center of gravity of the HS suddenly changes in a vertical direction. The human HS center point represents the center of gravity at the top of the human body and uses this feature. By processing the HS coordinate data obtained from PoseNet, the vertical coordinate of the HSS center point of each frame of the image is obtained. It is a very short process from the standing position to the falling position, and the time used is very short, so it is detected once every 5 adjacent frames at 0.25-second intervals [1].

Figure 4 shows skeleton key points and bounding which contains skeleton key points. This bounding box will be used for calculate the ratio of body width and height to improve the accuracy of fall detection.
The extraction method is VHSSC. The speed is obtained by subtracting the first position and the end position of a window/frame of a video or image by time [9, 10] and the head position of each frame and the sequential change of HSSC are used as a threshold function.

A sliding window of length n frames is used as a training data set, and the mean values x and standard deviations (SD) of x in a defined frame are as shown in Equation (1).

\[
S = \left| \sqrt{(x_{i-1} - x_i)^2} + \sqrt{(y_{i-1} - y_i)^2} \right|
\]  

(1)

Using the Euclidean distance method in Equation (1), Acc is the acceleration of the HSSC position of the X, Y and Z values provided by the Kinect sensor. S in Equation (1) is the acceleration of the head position by applying the Euclidean distance calculation method to the X and Y values provided by the kinetic sensor.

\[
v = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} Dataset_i
\]  

(2)

In equation (2), v is the average value of the head position velocity in each sliding window, and n is the number of frames in the dataset.

\[
Sr_d = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} RDS_i
\]  

(3)

Sr_d in equation (3) is the average value of the head position conversion speed, n is the number of frames per second of the sliding window, and real-time acceleration RDSi is the head position conversion speed of each sliding window in the series.

D. Ratio of Body Width to Height

This extraction method is RWHC. An eminent feature of the detected fall is the change in the body boundary
(body bounding box), so it can be judged by comparing the horizontal (body width) and the vertical (body height) length of the before and after posture. As for the ratio of the body's width and height, both the width and height of the posture change according to the change of the moving posture and the distance between the camera and the subject, but the ratio is unknown [1].

It is possible to distinguish the motion of falling by changing the width and height of a rectangle representing the outside of a person's body. Figure 5 shows 3 postures including working or stand, falling or setting on chair and lying or fallen. Each posture has its width to height, the ratio of width to height can be a parameter to detect the fall.

“Walking/standing” in Figure 3 is a daily life (ADL: Activity of Daily Lives). It is possible to distinguish the width and height of the human body outer rectangle, and the ratio of the width to the height, here

Figure 5. Bounding box width to height by PoseNet
$R = \text{Width/Height}, \quad R < 1.$

On the other hand, the ratio of width to height at the bottom figure (Lying/Fallen) is come to be bigger, here $R > 1$.

The proposed feature extraction method detects whether or not the posture is changed by using the variance of the human body proportions. $R(t)$ in Equation (4) represents the difference between the width and height of the current time $t$.

$$R(t) = \frac{w(t)}{h(t)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In equation (5), $u(t)$ means the average value of the width and height at the current time $t$, and the value $u(t-1)$ is the average value of the width and height at the previous time point $(t-1)$.

$$\mu_r(t) = (1 - \alpha)\mu_r(t - 1) + \alpha R(t) \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

$$\delta_r(t) = \gamma(t) - \mu_r(t - 1) \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

The variance value of the width vs. height of the dwelling time increases when the posture is changed by Equation (6). If the variance exceeds the threshold, the changed posture is determined whether or not to fall in the learned GRU-based classification process.

![Figure 6: Classification algorithm with width to height ratio](image)

4. Experiment

A. Configuration

The proposed method combines HSSC, VHSSC and RWHC with skeleton data key point (SD) extracted with PoseNet. The coordinates of the joints of each body were extracted using PoseNet as a key point of the
human skeleton, and the LSTM technique was applied among the circulatory neural network techniques to improve the accuracy of human posture classification.

It was set up with two stacks of GRU and 256 hidden layers. The above combination was constructed considering efficiency such as execution time and classification accuracy. The parameters of GRU are batch_size, epoch, and learning_rate, and batch_size is 128 as the size of the data to be input. The parameter Epoch representing the number of repeated learning of the training data was set to 5000. In addition, the learning Learning_rate is Adam[1,5] optimizer, and the initial learning rate is set to 0.0001.

For the dataset, the domestic AI HUB and the published URFD Dataset were used to distinguish falls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. PoseNet configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inputResolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outputStride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quantbytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Results

The data set used in the experiment was the publicly available AI HUB and UR Fall Dataset (URFD), and walking, sitting, and falling were used for learning. The raw skeleton data (SD) of the input image, the HSSC method with the head and shoulder as one segment, the VHSSC method with the addition velocity of HSSC’s descending and RWHC method that added the ratio of (width) to height (height) was experimented.

The coordinates of the key points of the skeleton created with PoseNet were used as the reference data set. A lot of coordinates corresponding to even small change in motion was generated and poses were refined based on four : 1. sitting 2. sitting on chair 3. Falling/lying 4. Fallen pose. Table 2 shows the SD and HSSC converged method extract the x, y coordinates and confidence scores of each key point at the time of fall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. HSSC method coordinates and confidence scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x(width)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head+shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leftElbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rightElbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leftWrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rightWrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leftHip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rightHip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leftKnee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rightKnee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leftAnkle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rightAnkle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the accuracy of classification and fall detection by applying SD and proposed HSSC, VHSSC and RWHSC methods. SD only feature classification accuracy is on average 97.52%, and the average posture feature classification accuracy of M2 of SD+HSSC, M3 of SD+VHSSC, and M4 with an additional ratio of the width and height of the bounding box is 98.36% and 99.06%, respectively. And with 99.46%, M4 had the highest fall feature classification. In addition, the accuracy of fall detection increased 1.1% in the fall detection accuracy of the proposed method M4 compared to SD without the proposed method.
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Table 3. Experiment results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Data Size</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Fall Detection Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Sitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>AI HUB URFD</td>
<td>97.52</td>
<td>98.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>AI HUB URFD</td>
<td>98.36</td>
<td>99.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>AI HUB URFD</td>
<td>99.06</td>
<td>99.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>AI HUB URFD</td>
<td>99.46</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Legend]
M1: SD(Skeleton Key point Coordinate)
M2: SD+HSSC(Head Shoulder Segment Key point Coordinate)
M3: SD+VHSSC(Velocity of Shoulder Segment Key point Coordinate)
M4: HSSC+VHSSC+RWHC(Ratio of Width to Height Key point coordinate)

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a new fall detection method using two public fall detection data sets, AI HUB and URFD, and a GRU neural network technique for fall classification and detection in video-based motion recognition using PoseNet.

As a result of experimenting the combination of the proposed feature classification method with the extracted human skeleton data, it was proved that the proposed FDSG method improved the accuracy of fall detection. However, it will be difficult to maintain the same high posture classification and fall detection accuracy as the test result even in the actual environment because the various fall data sets are absent and the experiment environment is restricted. In order to apply the vision-based fall detection function to actual distribution, there is room for improvement, such as sharing of technology and information corresponding to the intensity of light, complex environments, and securing various and sufficient data sets.
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